Administrative Law
(Law 116-02)


I. **INTRODUCTION**
   “Agencies: Origins, Forms, Functions”
   Jan 9: 1 – 30 (*Londoner, Bi-Metalllic Investment, Yesler, Irritated Residents*)

II. **THE CONSTITUTION AND THE ADMINISTRATIVE STATE**
   A. **Agencies and Art. I - Before and During the New Deal**
      Jan. 11: 52-66 (*Field, Hamton, Panama, Schechter*)
   B. **After the New Deal, After Mistretta**
   C. **Controlling Delegation**
      Jan. 23: 100-118 (*Am. Trucking, Chadha*)
   D. **Agencies and Art. II**
      Jan. 25: 126-135, 155-77 (*Buckley, Morrison*)
   E. **Art III and Separation of Power**
      Jan. 30: 181-200 (*CFTC, Withrow*)

III. **STATUTORY CONSTRAINTS**
   A. **The APA and Formal Rule-Making**
      Feb. 1: 201-229 (* Fla. East Coast Ry.*)
   B. **Formal Adjudication**
   C. **Informal Adjudication**
      Feb. 8: 247-280 (*Vt. Yankee, Conn. Light*)
      Feb. 13: 281-324 (*Air Transport, U.S. Tel, Prof’s & Patients, Am. Min’g*)
D. Informal Adjudication and Choice of RM or Adjudication  
   Feb. 15: 332–362 (Overton Park, Pension Benefit, Chenery Saga)

IV. SCOPE OF REVIEW

A. Review of Findings in Formal Procedures  
   Feb. 20: 378-402 (Universal Camera, Kimm, Laro)

B. Review of Findings in Informal Proceedings  
   Feb. 22: 403-410 (ADPSO)

C. Review of Legal Conclusions – History  
   Feb. 27: 411–441 (Gray, Hearst, Packard, Skidmore)

D. Review of Legal Conclusions – Current Practice  
   Feb. 29: 442-459 (Chevron, Cardoza)  
          Mar. 5: 459-503 (Rapaport, Christensen, Mead, Gonzalez)

E. Review of Clear, Precise, Reasonable  
   Mar. 7: 508-551 (Zuni, Dole, Pauley, Brown& Williamson)

F. Review of Discretion and Policymaking (567-626)  
   Mar. 19: 590-629 (Hodgson, Motor Vehicle, Mass.)  
   Mar. 21: 636-668 (Lemoyne, FLA, Auto Safety, Matheson)

V. CONSTITUTIONAL CONTRAINTS ON AGENCY PROCEDURE

A. Original Understanding and Two Models  
   Mar. 26: 674-695 (NorAm Storage, Phillips, Bailey, AntiFasc, McElroy)

B. “Lifelibertyproperty”  
   Mar. 28: 699-733 (Goldberg, Bell, Roth, Sinderman, Thompson)

C. “Due Process of Law”  
   April 2: 760-793 (Mathews, Cleveland, Gilbert, Wilkinson)
VI. TIMING and AVAILABILITY OF JUDICIAL REVIEW

A. “What” and “Where”
   April 4: 800-815 (Little)

B. “Whether”
   April 9: 816-849 (Block, Bowen, Webster, Lincoln)

C. “Whom”
   April 11: 844-79 (Lujan, Friends, Kansas Power)
   April 16: 882-906 (ASPSO, Clarke, Air Courier, National Credit)

D. “When”
   April 18: 924-957 (Standard, Air Brake, Abbott, Toilet Goods, Ohio Forestry)

VII. REVIEW and CONCLUSION
   April 23